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Abstract
TRACES (Trade Control and Expert System) is a veterinary health network created by the European Union to certify
and monitor trade of animal products. This research aims to identify the factors that explain why few Brazilian farmers
recognized adoption of the TRACES certification as a valuable opportunity. A farm is required to adopt traceability and
a set of associated technologies to obtain certification. A sample of 84 beef cattle farms provided data for the testing
of the hypotheses by means of a bivariate logit model. The recognition of the opportunity is positively correlated with
previous experience with other quality programs, access to up-to-date information, a more diversified life experience,
and active participation in relationship networks.
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1. Introduction
Since the 90s, consumers, particularly in Europe,
have attributed great importance to quality and food
safety. To a large extent, this concern is associated with
the increase in numbers of food contamination cases
and the BSE (Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy)
crisis. In particular, the European Union (EU) has
demanded traceability for beef and has created a
set of directives for their trade partners (CE 820/97
and 178/2002) as conditions for access to its market.
These events highlight the close interdependence
among different stages of the production chain and
the limitations of quality control along the food chain
(Hobbs, 2004), as well as have fostered the diffusion
of new legal rules and certification systems related to
food safety and quality (Fulponi, 2006; Trienekens
& Zuurbier, 2008).
Brazil has one of the largest commercial cattle herds in
the world. In 1998, Brazil exported around 370,000 tons

of beef. In 2004, the country rose to the top of
world exports with a fifth of the internationally sold
meat. In 2012, it topped 1.8 million tons of exported
beef (Brasil, 2010a). This increase was driven by the
depreciation of the Brazilian currency beginning in
1999, as well as by the growing demand for meat
on the international market. However, in order to
maintain its large share of the market, the Brazilian
beef industry faces challenges in order to cope with
strict food safety standards. Brazilian authorities have
introduced new food safety regulations.
In 2002, The Brazilian System of Identification and
Certification of Bovine and Bubaline Origin (SISBOV)
was created to meet European requirements for
traceability. This system, based on voluntary adoption,
is coordinated by the Ministry of Agriculture, which
is responsible for the approval of private third-party
certification agencies. In 2011, SISBOV certification
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was a necessary though not sufficient condition
to export beef to the EU. The farm had to register
with the Trade Control and Expert System (TRACES).
TRACES is a veterinary health network created by the
EU to notify, certify and monitor trade in animals
and animal products. This requirement was created
in 2008 by the EU authorities, which had to approve
SISBOV certified farms and register them on the
TRACES list. In 2012, this duty was assumed by the
Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture. Since then, TRACES
List has been named ‘Third Country Bovine Holding
List’. SISBOV/TRACES certified farms had to adopt
traceability as well as a set of management and
operational technologies.
Traceability is considered an innovation in Brazilian
livestock. According to Audretsch et al. (2002), if
an idea is perceived as new by an industry, it is an
innovation, even if such a change may not be new for
other industries. The implementation of traceability
leads to the adoption of practices such as individual
identification of animals, records of the animal’s history,
inventory control and the adoption of information
technologies, such as software and electronic devices
for cattle management (Nantes & Machado, 2005;
Cocaro & Jesus, 2008). However, several years after
its institutionalization, the level of dissemination is
still low. In 2010, there were only 1,895 certified
farms in TRACES, which represented 1.7% of the
cattle farms in Brazil with more than 50 head of
cattle (Brasil, 2006). In the state of São Paulo, there
were 137 certified farms, which represent 0.5% of the
cattle farms in the state. Consequently, technological
heterogeneity persists among livestock production in
Brazil (Brasil, 2010b).
Brazil was a country capable of expanding
its production of beef under the new conditions
established by the EU, given its availability of land
and other necessary resources. However, few Brazilian
farmers have identified this opportunity. The aim
of this empirical research is to identify factors that
explain why few Brazilian farmers had recognized
the adoption of SISBOV/TRACES certification as a
valuable opportunity.
The identification and exploitation of opportunities
are key processes and the main focus of current
literature on entrepreneurship (Venkataraman, 1997;
Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Shane, 2003; Baron &
Shane, 2007). In this literature, there are two theoretical
strands regarding the emergence of opportunities.
The first argues that opportunities emerge from changes
in the world outside the individual. The second strand
argues that opportunities are created by individuals.
In either case, their materialization requires human
action. Thus the question remains: why do some people
recognize an opportunity as valuable while others do
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not? The model proposed by Baron & Shane (2007)
establishes a set of explanatory variables related to
the characteristics of the individuals who stand out
from the rest of society as entrepreneurs (Baron &
Shane, 2007; Shane, 2003), such as life experience,
professional experience and relationship networks.
A review of the literature is presented in order to
generate hypotheses on the characteristics of farmers
that could explain the adoption of SISBOV/TRACES
certification as a valuable opportunity.

2. Theoretical framework
This section attempts to review the factors that
are likely to influence the process of opportunity
recognition. The literature on entrepreneurship
provides a framework to understand why, when and
how individuals identify a valuable opportunity.
Entrepreneurship has been on the research agenda of
various fields, but little emphasis has been placed upon
characteristics of individuals (Knudson et al., 2004).
For this reason, we regarded other sources of literature,
such as management and psychology. Next section
presents the definitions of entrepreneurship and its
relation to valuable opportunities. Subsequently,
a review of factors influencing the recognition of
opportunities at the individual level is presented,
which is the main focus of this article.

2.1. Entrepreneurship and opportunity
Despite there being a consensus in the literature
of the importance of entrepreneurship for economic
development, it is a phenomenon complex to understand.
Studies in different fields are involved in building a
theoretical framework to explain entrepreneurship.
However, there is still no consensus regarding its
definition (Baron & Shane, 2007) and the object
of analysis (Klein, 2008; Bruyat & Julien, 2001).
The literature review conducted by McElwee (2005)
shows that entrepreneurship is a term used in many
different ways, resulting in multiple interpretations
(Wolf et al., 2007). The most commonly used definition
is that entrepreneurism is an
[...] activity that involves the discovery, evaluation
and exploitation of opportunities to introduce
new products and services, forms of organization,
markets, processes and raw material through
previously nonexistent organizational efforts [...]
(Shane, 2003, p. 4; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000;
Venkataraman, 1997).

The exploitation of a new opportunity does not
necessarily require the creation of a new company.
The resources necessary for the exploitation of an
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opportunity can be organized by means of organizational
arrangements other than a company or by means of a
market mechanism (Shane, 2003; Xue & Klein, 2010).
The entrepreneur is the individual responsible for the
process of creating new value through an innovation
and/or a new organization (Bruyat & Julien, 2001).
In agriculture, the vast majority of rural producers
own their business. To a large extent, it is a business
passed down from generation to generation. However,
farmers can be entrepreneurs in the sense that they
respond to changing conditions by reallocating
production resources (Yang & An, 2002). Under
certain conditions, they introduce technologies
that change the form of production and create new
organizational arrangements for the commercialization
of their products, without necessarily creating a new
company. According to Wolf et al. (2007), agricultural
entrepreneurship is connected with finding ways and
means to create and develop a profitable farm business.
Thus, the concept of ‘entrepreneurship’ can be used
to explain the phenomenon of value creation within
new or existing businesses in agriculture.
Based on this more comprehensive definition,
authors try to explain why, when and how opportunities
for creating new value arise as well as why, when
and how some individuals and not others discover,
evaluate and acquire the resources to exploit them
(Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Shane, 2003).
There is a current theory that claims that the
market is in a constant state of disequilibrium and
that opportunities are not waiting to be discovered
by the entrepreneur, but are rather created by the
entrepreneur (Chiles et al., 2007). In this view,
opportunities arise in the mind of some individuals
based on acquired knowledge and cognitive resources
(Alvarez & Barney, 2007). Another approach claims
that opportunities exist independently of individuals
or firms (Shane, 2000; Shane & Venkataraman,
2000). Potentially valuable opportunities are the
result of changes in the outside world. The sources of
opportunities can be technological, social, demographic,
economic or institutional changes (Baron & Shane,
2007). The existence of an opportunity is a necessary
condition for the development of the entrepreneurial
process (Shane, 2003; Eckhardt & Shane, 2003), but not
a sufficient one. The mere existence of an opportunity
does not result in its exploitation. Opportunities are
exploited only when a human action exists, in part,
driven by profit (Hébert & Link, 1988). They remain
as a potential until they are identified by specific
human minds, as a result of active cognitive processes
(Baron & Shane, 2007). Bruyat & Julien (2001)
suggest that the intersection between opportunities
and enterprising individuals or mode of organizing,
or both, is central to entrepreneurship theory.

Regardless of which approach leads to the
emergence of opportunities, it is plausible to state
that even an opportunity generated by changes in
an environment outside the realm of the individual
requires human action to make it into a reality. Yet,
the question raised by Baron & Shane (2007) remains:
why do some people recognize an opportunity as
valuable while others do not? The authors consider
two complementary dimensions in the analysis.
The first has to do with environmental factors,
which are capable of molding the behavior and
the decisions of individuals. The second has to do
with the characteristics of enterprising individuals,
which stand out from the rest of society (Baron &
Shane, 2007; Shane, 2003). The focus of the analysis
and empirical investigation of the present article deals
with the latter dimension, which shall be addressed
in more detail in the next section.

2.2. Individual factors influencing the
recognition of opportunity
With regard to individual factors, Shane (2003)
assumes that there are differences between people. In the
absence of these differences, anyone could recognize
an opportunity and act on it, making the existence
of superior profit impossible (Hébert & Link, 1988).
Baron & Shane (2007) suggest that information plays
a central role in the process of distinguishing between
opportunities that are potentially valuable and others
of less value and in the capacity of individuals to
exploit them economically. What makes a person more
apt than another to recognize a good opportunity is
having better access to certain types of information
and being able to use this information effectively
(Baron & Shane, 2007; Baron, 2007).
Based on a cognitive approach, Baron & Shane
(2007) suggest that the stock of knowledge or the
experience of an individual is the raw material for the
process of recognizing an opportunity. The process
of discovery can be driven by recognition of
knowledge already possessed rather than by a search
for knowledge needed. Consequently, individuals
who have developed particular knowledge through
education and experience will be more likely to
discover particular entrepreneurial opportunities in
response to a given change (Shane, 2000). Studies
in agriculture have highlighted the importance of
education in developing this capacity (Lacky, 1999).
In the theory of human capital, Schultz (1975) showed
the positive effect of the level of formal education
on the ability of individuals to perceive and react to
opportunities resulting from a situation of market
disequilibrium.
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The knowledge acquired through education
and experience is stored in the human mind in an
organized manner. Cohen & Levinthal (1990) suggest
that new information is recorded in memory through
links or associations with pre-existing knowledge.
This knowledge is grouped by means of concepts
or “mental paths”. In order to create something
new or identify an opportunity it is necessary to
break these paths and perceive previously unnoticed
similarities. The concepts are expanded, combined and
associated using analogies through active cognitive
processes. The more organized and developed the
mental structure of the individual, the greater their
chances of recognizing opportunities from a specific
domain. Therefore, forms that enable expansion of
an individual’s knowledge base play a fundamental
role in this process (Baron, 2007).
In addition to education, Hébert & Link (1988)
suggest that experience induces reflection, interpretation,
discoveries and generalizations by individuals.
Previous experience and/or knowledge acquired in a
field related to the new technology are factors that
influence behavioral variables, such as self-efficacy
and anxiety with regard to the use of innovation.
The concept of self-efficacy refers to the belief of the
individual that he is capable of completing a specific
task, given the circumstances. Self-efficacy is built
to a large extent through previous experiences and
has an indirect effect on the adoption of innovation.
People with high self-efficacy present less anxiety
with regard to the use of innovation (Bandura, 1997;
Czaja et al., 2006). Therefore, individuals that have
high levels of self-efficacy have a greater chance of
being an entrepreneur (Markman et al., 2002).
Economic viability and effective introduction of
new agricultural technology require a management
process that is not based on pure mastery of knowledge
and traditional practices of cultivation and cattle
raising. In addition to previous experience on the
subject of the new technology, Rahm & Huffman
(1984), Cohen & Levinthal (1990), Baron & Shane
(2007) and Hartog et al. (2010) suggest that diversified
professional experience and activities that provide
access to “up-to-date” information increase one’s
knowledge base. For an individual to be creative, a
broad knowledge base is essential. Cohen & Levinthal
(1990) argue that the ability to assimilate and make
use of new information is a pre-existing function of
knowledge. Knowledge is cumulative and the more
knowledge related to the new task, the better the
performance. Therefore, diversity of knowledge plays
an important role in this relationship. A broader and
more diversified knowledge base increases the chance
of new information being related to knowledge
previously acquired.
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Another way of expanding an individual’s
knowledge base is through diversified life experience.
Living in different places (Baron & Shane, 2007;
Hartog et al., 2010), or cosmopolitan characteristics
of the individual (Rogers, 1983), contributes for the
increasing of his knowledge base. Individuals who
travel more often to large urban centers and involve
themselves in issues outside their local social systems
are more exposed to novel information. Doyle et al.
(2000) confirmed empirical evidence of this positive
relationship. However, Glaeser et al. (2002) point
out that moving to another location can have the
opposite effect on the social relationship network,
since this resource is specific to the local community.
In addition to formal education and experience,
sharing of information through a broad social network
contributes for increasing one’s knowledge base (Baron
& Shane, 2007; Baron, 2007; Hartog et al., 2010).
Information accessed through a social network
contributes to recognition of opportunities. The use
of information is associated with the mental structure
developed through experience and education. The more
developed the mental structure, the more individuals
can benefit from information obtained through social
networks (Baron, 2007). In addition to increasing
knowledge, participating in social networks with
people who have different educations and professions,
with contrasting points of view, helps to develop
flexible and open thinking and break with mental
paths (Baron & Shane, 2007).
The relationship network does not assume only
one form. On the contrary, it presents itself in
multiple forms. Some of them are highly formal, such
as professional associations, with a president and
payment of annual membership fees. Other forms
can be extremely informal, such as groups of people
who gather regularly for sporting activities. Both
are social networks where reciprocity is developed
and which allow for gains and access to relevant
information (Putnam, 2001). Participation of farmers
in social organizations can also provide advantages
in the commercialization of products, for example,
by gaining greater bargaining power for purchasing
of inputs and sale of agricultural products.
A broad base of knowledge, associated with specific
cognitive abilities and behavioral variables, can maximize
recognition of opportunities (Baron & Shane, 2007;
Baron, 2007). The behavioral characteristics of the
individual are part of the description of attributes
that differentiate an entrepreneur. Access to these
characteristics has contributed to an understanding
of the process of recognition of opportunity and
adoption of technology. However, due to the complexity
in observing, measuring and interpreting the effects
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of these attributes, some are rarely explored in
empirical studies.
Active pursuit of opportunities is a behavioral
variable used by Baron & Shane (2007) to explain the
process of recognizing opportunity. However, it is hard
to measure in practice. Some characteristics responsible
for the formation of an individual’s personality present
similarities to these characteristics of entrepreneurs.
The psychobiological model of personality developed
by Cloninger et al. (1993) describes characteristics of
individuals that are capable of explaining differences
in behavior. One of these characteristics is the novelty
seeking temperament. “Temperament is considered
a biological predisposition which remains stable
throughout development, mostly inherited and
which is not modified by the learning process [...]”
(Adan et al., 2009, p. 687). Novelty seeking measures
impulsivity, which is hypothesized to reflect individual
differences with respect to their incentive to approach
or initiate a behavior in response to novelty, complexity
or signals of reward (Gonçalves & Cloninger, 2010;
Adan et al., 2009). With the exception of the study
by Ekelund et al. (2005), which used one of the
characteristics of temperament to evaluate risk aversion
and the entrepreneurship process, no other empirical
study that explored these characteristics to explain
the entrepreneurial process was found.

3.1. Hypotheses

3. Hypotheses, data and methods

3.2. Data

The method consisted of testing hypotheses
with regard to the individual characteristics, of the
farmers, capable of influencing the recognition of
opportunity. In this section, we present the hypotheses
and describe the data and statistical model used to
perform the analysis.

The sample comprises cross-section data on
32 certified farms, which were randomly selected from
a population of 137 certified and approved farms on
the TRACES list for the state of São Paulo, Brazil,
and 52 non-certified counterfactual farms (Table 1).
The latter were selected from a list of non-certified

Considering the theoretical context described,
six explanatory hypotheses were formulated with
regard to farmer characteristics that seek to explain
the adoption of SISBOV/TRACES certification as a
valuable opportunity:
H1: the higher the level of education of the
individual, the greater the chance he will recognize
the opportunity.
H2: the more experience an individual has with
the subject related to the opportunity, the greater
the chance he will recognize the opportunity.
H3: an individual involved in an activity that
provides greater access to up-to-date information
is more apt to recognize the opportunity.
H4: an individual with more diversified life experience
is more apt to recognize the opportunity.
H5: an individual who participates actively in
relationship networks associated with the subject
of the opportunity is more apt to recognize the
opportunity.
H6: an individual who has greater incentive to
approach or initiate a behavior in response to
novelty (novelty seeking) is more apt to recognize
the opportunity.

Table 1. Geographic distribution of the sample.
Regions of São Paulo state

SISBOV farms

Sample of certified farms

Sample of non certified farms

Araçatuba

19

13.9%

4

12.5%

15

28.8%

Assis

4

2.9%

0

0.0%

1

1.9%

Araraquara

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

1.9%

Bauru

26

19.0%

6

18.8%

7

13.5%

Campinas

1

0.7%

1

3.1%

1

1.9%

Macro Metropolitana Paulista

2

1.5%

1

3.1%

0

0.0%

Marília

6

4.4%

3

9.4%

2

3.8%

Piracibaba

1

0.7%

1

3.1%

0

0.0%

Presidente Prudente

24

17.5%

4

12.5%

12

23.1%

Ribeirão Preto

12

8.8%

5

15.6%

8

15.4%

São José do Rio Preto

41

29.9%

7

21.9%

5

9.6%

Vale do Paraíba Paulista

1

0.7%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

TOTAL
Font: Brasil (2010b) and survey data.

137

32

52
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farms which was obtained from records of farmers =
(2)
yi 1 if yi* > 0
associations and rural unions. Three criteria were used
yi = 0 otherwise
in this selection: farms must be in the same region
of the sample of certified farms; livestock must be
The probability of a farmer with certain individual
the major economic activity on the farm; and the characteristics recognizing the opportunity and
farm must perform the fattening phase of cattle adopting SISBOV/TRACES certification is given by:
raising (not exclusively). As stated in the SISBOV
(3)
Pr( y= 1)= F ( β ′xi )
regulation, the cattle must stay for a minimum of
90 days in a zone qualified for export and 40 days
(4)
Pr( y = 0) = 1 − F ( β ′xi )
in the last certified farm before slaughter. Thus, the
great incentive for certification adoption is on the
The β parameters reflect the impact of a change in
finishing phase of cattle raising.
x on the probability of recognition of SISBOV/TRACES
All farms were visited during the period from
certification as a good opportunity in the state of São
February to August 2011. The interviews were carried
Paulo, Brazil. The probability model is represented
out personally with the owner of the farm or the person
by a regression:
responsible for the decision regarding certification.
The average duration was of two hours.
(5)
E ( y|x ) =
0 1 − F ( β ′xi )  + 1  F ( β ′xi )  =
F ( β ′xi )

3.3. Logit model
In order to verify whether the specific characteristics
of certain individuals differentiate them from the rest of
the population of farmers and that such characteristics
prepare them to recognize a valuable opportunity, the
estimation of a logit model was performed by using the
software Statistica 11.0. Logistic regression model is a
choice model often used when the outcome variable
is an indicator of a qualitative choice (Greene, 1993;
Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000). The values taken by
the dependent variable are merely a coding for some
qualitative outcome (Greene, 1993). The choice
models have also been performed by other empirical
analyses on entrepreneurship (Ekelund et al., 2005;
Block et al., 2012). The variable to be “explained” is
the dichotomous qualitative choice: recognition or
non-recognition of SISBOV/TRACES certification as
a valuable opportunity. The decision on whether or
not to certify means the farmer recognized or did
not recognize the adoption of the traceability system
and the certification as a valuable opportunity. It may
be assumed that the farmer weighs the marginal
advantages and disadvantages of the certification.
As the parameters of this decision are not usually
observable, for each farmer i, it was defined a latent
variable, y*, as
yi* =
β ′ X i + ui

i=
1, …, N

(1)

where X denotes a set of explanatory variables
and ui is a random error component. The observed
pattern of recognition can be described by a dummy
variable, y, such that yi = 1 if farmer i has recognized
the opportunity as valuable and has adopted it, and
yi = 0 if he/she has not recognized it. These observed
values of y are related to y* as follows:

If the probability model is linear, i.e. F ( β x ) = β ′x,
two problems affect the estimation. One is due to the
heteroscedastic errors and the other is that it is not
possible to restrict the probability estimation in the
range [0,1]. For binary dependent variables, it is not
recommended to apply usual methods of parameter
estimation, under the risk of obtaining estimated
values of
 the dependent variable negative or greater
than one. This is inconsistent with the nature of the
variable (Hoffman, 2002). There are specific methods
to avoid this problem, such as the nonlinear models.
According to Greene (1993), in order to provide
consistent estimates in model (5), it is expected that:
lim Pr ( y= 1=
) 1

β ′ x →+∞

(6)

lim Pr ( y= 1=
) 1

β ′ x →−∞

These conditions are satisfied if F is a logistic
distribution function:
E ( y|x=
) Pr ( y= 1=) F ( β ′x ) =

e β ′x
1 + e β ′x

(7)

The dependent variable in the logit model is the
natural logarithm of the probability of being in a
group (certified farms) divided by the probability
of being in the other group (non-certified farms).
Using maximum likelihood procedures, estimates of
the β parameters are obtained. The goal is to find
the best combination of independent variables that
maximize the likelihood of obtaining the observed
frequencies in both groups. The set of quantitative
and qualitative (dummies) variables can be used in
the model.
The estimated coefficients ( βˆi) of the logistic
model should be interpreted as the variation of the
natural logarithm of the odds ratio of recognition
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and non-recognition of opportunity, or adoption and
non-adoption. Therefore, if a coefficient has a value
βˆi , that is the value of the variation in the natural
logarithm of the odds ratio caused by increasing
one unit in the variable xi, assuming fixed values for
all other variables (ceteris paribus). Coefficient with
negative sign means a reduction in the likelihood of
adoption when changing the variable.

3.4. Construction of variables
In this section, the set of variables used to carry
out the hypothesis tests using the logit model is
presented.

3.4.1. Dependent variable
Recognition of the valuable opportunity by the
individual is determined by the adoption of the
SISBOV/TRACES certification and the set of associated
technologies, which include: individual identification of
the cattle herd by means of electronic devices; software
for electronic inventory control and transmission of
information to a national database; and monitoring
and periodic auditing of the process. This set of
practices constitutes an innovation for the Brazilian
livestock raising industry, generally unaccustomed to
electronic control of internal activities. The adoption
of these practices is mandatory for farm certification.
This certification is mandatory to export beef to
the EU. However, the decision to apply for this
certification by the farmer is voluntary. Therefore,
only some individuals identified this opportunity as
valuable and submitted themselves to the certification

process. A binary dependent variable was created:
if the respondent has a farm certified for export to
the EU he receives a 1, otherwise 0.

3.4.2. Explanatory variables
Information plays a central role in the process
of recognizing a valuable opportunity. In the model
described by Baron & Shane (2007), this process
is highly influenced by two factors related to the
characteristics of the individuals: access to information
and the capacity to use them. A survey questionnaire
was used to get information on: access to key
information, life and job experience, relationship
network, novelty seeking behavior and capacity to
use information. For each of the individual attributes
a proxy was constructed (Table 2).
Level of education was used as a proxy for the
capacity to use information stored by the individual
(cattle farmers with undergraduate education = 1,
otherwise = 0). This variable aids in increasing the
knowledge base of the individual and in his capacity
to interpret and use the knowledge acquired. A review
of the literature indicated that the higher the level of
education of the individual, that is, the more formal
knowledge he possesses, the greater the chance he
would recognize a valuable opportunity. Therefore, it
is expected that the cattle farmers that have a higher
levels of education are more likely to have recognized
the adoption of the SISBOV/TRACES certification as
a valuable opportunity.
An expanded knowledge base is an important
prerequisite for recognizing and exploiting potentially
valuable opportunities. More cosmopolitan individuals

Table 2. Description of explanatory variables.
Characteristic of the individual
Capacity to use stored
information
Previous experience with the
subject of the opportunity
Access to the up-to-date
information

Diversified life experience

Broad network of relationships

Active seeking for novelty
Source: Survey data.

Proxy/variable

Schooling (H1) – Level of education
Certification experience (H2) previous experience with other
certifications and quality practices
Agricultural newsletter (H3) –
paid specialized information and
accessed electronically
Life experience (H4) - Living in
large urban areas for more than six
months and frequent international
business trips
Relationship (H5) - Effective
participation in groups for cattle
farmers, formally and informally
organized
Novelty seeking (H6) - Score
measured by the test TCI-56
(Adan et al., 2009; 2010).

Hypotheses
The higher the level of education, the greater the knowledge
base and the capacity to use stored information, which gives the
individual a greater chance of recognizing a valuable opportunity.
Individuals with previous experience in other certifications or quality
practices, such as GlobalGap, show a greater chance of recognizing
a valuable opportunity.
Paid access to institutional and market information prepared by
consultants specialized in agriculture and livestock increases the
chances of recognizing a valuable opportunity.
More cosmopolitan individuals who have access to international
market information have a broader and more diversified knowledge
base which contributes to increasing the chance of recognizing a
valuable opportunity.
The more farmers participate in relationship networks related
to livestock, the greater the chance of recognizing a valuable
opportunity.
The higher the score on the test, the greater the impulsiveness of
the individual for novelty and the higher the chance of recognizing
a valuable opportunity.
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and those with varied life experience should present
a broader knowledge base and more complex mental
paths. This cognitive structure of the individuals serves
as a guide for recognizing opportunity. Therefore,
living in large urban centers for longer than six months
and frequent international business trips were used
as proxies for varied life experience (residing for
a period of more than six months in cities with a
population over 150,000 inhabitants or capitals and
a high frequency of business trips abroad (at least
once a year) =1, otherwise =0).
The literature reviewed indicates that previous
experience related to the subject of the opportunity
elevates self-efficacy by reducing anxiety regarding
the opportunity. This variable is a facilitator in
identifying the opportunity and how to move towards
it. Therefore, it is expected that individuals with
previous experience with other certifications, such
as the GlobalGap, or previous experience with other
quality tools as a result of participation in quality
assurance programs coordinated by meat processing
plants show a greater chance of recognizing the
adoption of the SISBOV/TRACES certification as a
valuable opportunity (previous experience with other
certification and/or other quality assurance tools =1,
otherwise =0).
The literature consulted shows that information
plays an essential role in the process of recognizing
opportunity. Formal or informal relationship networks
are a way of accessing relevant information. Both
membership and effective participation of the cattle
farmer in professional associations and participation in
informal groups are used as proxies for this variable.
A positive impact of this variable is expected on the
recognition of the adoption of SISBOV/TRACES
certification as a valuable opportunity.
Another form of access to up-to-date information
related to the subject of opportunity is through
information disseminated by agricultural research
institutes and specialized consulting companies.
Access to paid electronic institutional and market
newsletters is used as a proxy for access to up-to‑date
information (access to a paid newsletter in the field
of study of the opportunity = 1, otherwise =0).
Finally, active pursuit of opportunities is an important
behavioral variable to explain the process of recognition
of opportunity. This variable can be measured by the
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test provided and validated by Adan et al. (2009) and
Adan et al. (2010). The Temperament and Character
Inventory (TCI-56) test consist of 56 statements to
measure four dimensions of temperament and three
dimensions of character (Adan et al., 2009; 2010).
This test is a short version of the TCI-R test based on
the psychobiological model of personality developed
by Cloninger et al. (1993) to explain differences in
behavior. The novelty seeking is one of the temperament
dimensions. This dimension consists of eight statements
that are assessed by the individual (the farmer, in
this case) through a five‑point Likert answer scale
ranging from 1 (definitively false) to 5 (definitively
true). Thus, the variable can range from 8 to 40.
A positive relation between this variable and the
chance of recognizing SISBOV/TRACES certification
as an opportunity is expected.

4. Results
Descriptive statistics (mean, frequency and
standard deviation) of the explanatory variables were
initially calculated. Table 3 shows the mean for the
continuous variable novelty seeking for the two sample
groups. It was found that the mean of the variable
novelty seeking is very close for both analysis groups.
The student’s t-test confirmed that the average value
for this variable does not differentiate the two groups.
Table 4 shows the observed frequencies for the
values of the dummy variables relationship, agricultural
newsletter, certification experience, life experience
and schooling. The testing of hypotheses for the
comparison of the frequencies showed that there are
significant differences between the two groups, at a
5% (α=0.05) significance level, for these variables,
except schooling. In fact, the level of education of
individuals in the sample was high and showed little
variability, which is understandable given the location
of the sample. According to census data for farming
in Brazil, the state of São Paulo has the highest
proportion of cattle farmers with undergraduate
degrees, when compared to other states (Brasil, 2006).
To control for the effects of multicollinearity in
the logit model, the correlation matrix was calculated
(Table 5). Also, univariate logistic regression models
for each variable were estimated in order to verify the
statistical significance of each one. The variables life

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for continuous variable.
Variable
Novelty seeking*

Certified farms

Non-certified farms

Student’s t-test

n

mean

max.

min.

s.d.

n

mean

max.

min.

s.d.

(p)

31

15.87

24

9

4.05

47

16.36

29

8

4.64

0.6324

*Six individuals from the sample refused to answer questions for the variable novelty seeking. Source: Survey results.
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experience, certification experience and agricultural
newsletter were statistically significant at 1% level.
The variable relationship was significant at 5% level.
The variables schooling and novelty seeking were
not significant at 5% level, showing no evidence of
multicollinearity.
The logit model was estimated with data from
78 individuals because six individuals refused to
answer questions for the variable novelty seeking.
The results of logistic regression analysis are displayed
in Table 6. The likelihood ratio (LR) was used to test
the hypothesis that all the slope coefficients in the
logit model are zero. The restricted log likelihood

value is –52.41. The unrestricted log likelihood value
is –38.09. The LR test statistics are therefore 28.65.
With 6 degrees of freedom, the critical value at
the 5% significance level is 12.59, and so the joint
hypothesis that the coefficients on the full set of
variables are all zero is rejected.
The results of the estimated parameters of the model
for relationship, agricultural newsletter, certification
experience and life experience are in agreement with
the theory. These parameters had the expected sign
and are at statistically significant levels of 5% or
10%. Thus, we can accept hypotheses 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for dummy variables.
Variable

Relationship
Agricultural newsletter
Certification experience
Life experience
Schooling

Certified farms

Non-certified farms

(n=32)

(n=52)

Freq. (%)

Freq. (%)

No

75

96

Yes

25

4

No

47

81

Yes

53

19

No

63

94

Yes

38

6

No

56

85

Yes

44

15

No

6

23

Yes

94

77

Chi-square
(p)
0.0105
0.0012
0.0007
0.0089
0.0876

Note: Yates corrected Chi-square was performed for variables ‘Relationship’, ‘Certification experience’, ‘Life experience’ and ‘Schooling’ since expected frequency was
below 10. Source: Survey results.

Table 5. Spearman correlation matrix.
n=78

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

SISBOV/TRACES Certification

1.00

2

Relationship

0.32

1.00

3

Agricultural newsletter

0.35

0.22

1.00

4

Certification experience

0.40

0.31

0.28

1.00

5

Life experience

0.31

0.20

0.17

0.15

1.00

6

Schooling

0.22

0.16

0.17

0.21

0.27

1.00

7

Novelty seeking

-0.04

0.28

-0.03

0.04

0.15

-0.13

Source: Survey results.

Table 6. Logistic regression analysis.
Number of obs = 78

Log-likelihood = -38.09

Chi = 28.65

NagelKerke R2 = 0.42

2

Variables

Estimate (β)

Std. Error.

p

1.5329

0.0635

2.7349

0.6008

0.0940

1.7328

0.3043

0.0708

0.8085

2.2445

0.3967

0.0416

Life experience*

0.6786

1.9712

0.3368

0.0439

Schooling

0.0106

1.0106

0.4604

0.9816

-0.0968

0.9078

0.0724

Intercept

2.8448

Relationship**

1.0061

Agricultural newsletter**

0.5497

Certification experience*

Novelty seeking

Odds Ratio (eβ)

Correct prediction
*Significant at 5% level. **Significant at 10% level. Source: Survey results.

0.1813
74.26

1.00
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The odds ratio, a measure of association, was
estimated for each variable. Since the explanation
variables are dichotomous and they are coded as either
zero or one, the odds ratio is eβ and it approximates
how much more likely (or unlikely) it is the adoption
of the SISBOV/TRACES certification to be present
among those with x = 1 than among those with
x = 0 (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000).
The results suggest that the recognition of
SISBOV/TRACES certification as a good opportunity
and its implementation is 2.2 times as likely to occur
among farms with previous compliance with other
certification or quality assurance programs, such
as GlobalGap, than among those with no previous
experience on certification, ceteris paribus. Some
initiatives of cattle quality programs coordinated by
either meat processing plants or farming organization
increase farmers’ experience on individual identification
of cattle, documentation procedures and audits.
The farmers reported the need of hands-on experience
(learning by doing) for documentation procedures
and audits for traceability implementation. Also, the
interpretation and application on their own of the
rules governing the certification program is not an
easy task for those farmers who do not have prior
experience with other certification or quality practices.
The outcome of the variable for certification experience
in this study confirms other empirical findings (SouzaMonteiro & Caswell, 2009). Previous experience with
other certification or quality practices boosts the
farmer’s confidence to take on other certifications
and decreases the time between the preparation
of the farm for cattle traceability and certification
approval. Banterle & Stranieri (2008) argue that the
investment on the implementation of quality schemes
depends mainly on the size of the firms and on the
synergies obtainable by other quality certification
schemes already introduced. Thus, a cattle farmer
with previous experience with other certification and a
larger herd has advantage. The literature has pointed
to a correlation of the size of firms with other analysis
variables. In the model here presented, there is an
assumption that larger rural firms, for which herd
size is proxy variable, have more opportunities to test
new practices, such as traceability and certification,
since they have easier access to credit and key
information and are in better position to handle risk
(Karshenas & Stoneman, 1993; Souza Filho, 2001).
In general, size is associated with economies of scale
(Galliano & Orozco, 2011) and presents significant
correlation with other explanatory variables (Vicente,
2002; Souza Filho et al., 2011). The correlation
between the herd size and the explanatory variables
certification experience and agricultural newsletter
was observed at a 1% significance level. In order to
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avoid multicollinearity, herd size was not included in
the logit model estimation. The variables created to
test the theoretical model of opportunity recognition
proposed by Baron & Shane (2007) were sustained
in the model.
Annual frequency of business trips abroad and living
in large urban areas for over six months, reflecting
varied life experience and cosmopolitan characteristics
to some extent, positively influence and almost
doubles the chance of recognition of SISBOV/TRACES
certification as a valuable opportunity, ceteris paribus.
Living in large urban centers increases proximity to
distribution and consumption, which increases the
exposure of the individual to information related to
consumer trends and new demands. Technical visits,
promoted by suppliers of inputs, meat processing plants,
government agencies, universities or associations, and
international exhibitions for agriculture and livestock
provide contact with importers and knowledge of
trends and requirements for the European market.
These business trips abroad also provide exposure
to knowledge of novelties developed and applied in
other producer markets that, if adapted to domestic
conditions, could generate an opportunity.
The coefficient of the variable relationship is positive
and significant for the recognition of SISBOV/TRACES
certification as a good opportunity and for taking steps
toward implementing it. This variable is composed of
formal and informal relationship networks related to
beef cattle. The result indicates that being a member
of farming associations, that is, participating in
meetings and events promoted by associations and
participating in informal farming groups increases by
2.7 times the chance of recognizing the opportunity and
taking steps toward implementing it, ceteris paribus.
This may be explained by the advantages of being
active in an association. For instance, members
have easy access to training through seminars and
conferences, key information and credit. Being a
member of an informally organized farming group
is also positive. The network members have access to
vital information and, more importantly, they have
greater bargaining power when acquiring inputs or
selling cattle.
The positive and significant coefficient of the
variable agricultural newsletter is consistent with
expectations that individuals with access to information
on the market and agricultural technology would
have a greater chance of recognizing the opportunity.
Access to key information via internet increases by
73% the chance of recognition of SISBOV/TRACES
certification as a good opportunity, ceteris paribus.
The availability of information through information
technology is improving in some segments of
agriculture, though more intensely in some regions
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of the country. This new technology affects the form
of management of the rural property by facilitating
the search, access, storage and dissemination of
information, which improve decision-making conditions
for the producer (Souza Filho et al., 2010). Various
specialized consulting firms and agricultural research
institutes sell analyses written by specialists on the
market, new technologies, institutions and statistics
on the sector through online newsletters. Access to
this special information in real time contributes to
increasing one’s knowledge base and capacity to
critically analyze and interpret the signs of change
in the sector. These cattle farmers are therefore more
apt to identify good opportunities.
Although the sign expected from the variable
schooling is in line with this theory, it was not
significant in the model and hypothesis one was not
confirmed. In general, the sample presented a high
level of education and little variability. Similarly, the
variable novelty seeking was not significant in the
model, and did not corroborate hypothesis six.

5. Conclusion
The certification of farm on a nationwide bovine
traceability system, named SISBOV, is mandatory in
order to export beef to the EU. However, the decision
to apply for this certification is voluntary and only
few farmers are certified. This certification implies the
adoption of traceability and a set of management and
operational technologies. Based on the assumption that
the application for this certification is an opportunity
generated by institutional change, this paper presents an
empirical analysis on the characteristics, of individuals,
that influence the recognition of an opportunity as
valuable and its adoption. Hypotheses generated
based on literature on entrepreneurship were tested
using original survey data at farm level.
The analysis suggests that a higher probability
of recognition of farm certification as a valuable
opportunity and its adoption is associated with
previous experience with other certification or quality
assurance practices, cosmopolitan life experience
and frequent business trip abroad, and access to key
information through specialized agricultural newsletters.
Membership and participation in farming association
events and membership in informally organized
groups of farmers also increase the likelihood of
opportunity recognition.
These empirical results corroborate concepts on the
theoretical model on opportunity recognition proposed
by Baron & Shane (2007). Active participation in a
broad relationship networks, such as the farmers’ groups
formal and informally organized allows exchanging of

experience, access to up-to-date information, and greater
bargaining power. Experience is another important
factor. On one hand, previous experience with topics
related to the opportunity provides confidence and
reduces the learning time for adoption; on the other
hand, broad life experience enlarges the capacity for
understanding of market as well as the individual’s
knowledge base. The certified farmers have a more
cosmopolitan profile, as showed by their experience
of living in large urban areas and traveling abroad
to make business. These features allow for better
information regarding consumers’ needs, external
markets and innovation. Previous experience with
other certifications or quality assurance programs
provides capabilities required by the SISBOV/TRACES
certification. As a result, the start-up time and cost
are reduced.
The result regarding the behavioral variable for
pursuit of novelty did not corroborate the theoretical
model. However, it is difficult to state that behavioral
variables do not explain the recognition of valuable
opportunity. In fact, one could argue that the proxy
variable used, based on a psychometric test, may not
have been appropriate for the subject. Therefore, we
suggest the need for more research on the suitability
of these tests or other proxies. The paper contributes
to the literature on entrepreneurship by increasing
the empirical evidence. The limitation of the study
lies in data for a single region, which may limit the
potential generalization of the results. However, they
are useful for countries with great opportunities to
improve agricultural performance.
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